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Fashion clothing brand, River Island asked DEOS Group for a smart storage 
solution when planning the introduction of new, more flexible working practices 
at its London offices. The proposal included banks of Liberty lockers from UK 
manufacturer, Lee & Plumpton.

“River Island has been a valued customer for a number of years,” explains Luke 
Lambeth at DEOS Group. “Over that time we have assisted on many types of 
projects including bench desking and tables through to meeting booths, seating 
as well as bespoke furniture.”

“Just before the easing of lockdown measures, we were approached to recommend 
a storage solution to accommodate the anticipated changes in work patterns 
and practices,” continues Luke. “We were tasked to propose lockers that would 
harmonise aesthetically with the existing office environment, fit into specific and 
tight spaces as well as being functional and practical.”

The chosen solution was Lee & Plumpton’s Liberty lockers in a variety of configurations 
with combi-locks to allow multi-use whilst maintaining security.”

“Initially, the Liberty range was chosen for its appearance rather than functionality,” 
explains Luke. “That said, the two requirements came ‘hand in hand’. We also 
knew that Lee & Plumpton offers a bespoke service allowing our customer to 
choose their own door colours. River Island actually opted for the standard white 
and grey finishes.” 
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“The combination lock mechanism solved a historic problem of having to keep track 
of keys or ordering replacements after they were lost. The added benefit was that 
the solution supports non-territorial working. Staff are able to select any vacant 
locker, ‘hot desk’ and keep their personal belongings close by.”

Liberty Lockers are supplied with height levelling mechanism as standard and 
available in a choice of configurations. Manufactured with a 25mm top and base 
and 18mm side and door panels, the lockers are delivered fully assembled and 
manufactured for strength and durability.

Established since 1978, DEOS Group specialises in ‘smarter’ business solutions 
including managed print services, supplies as well as office fitout. Based in 
Southampton, London and Peterborough, the dedicated workplace division includes 
a full office planning, design and fitout service.


